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With short and simple rhyming text, the Llama Llama board books introduce Llama Llama to babies

and toddlers before theyâ€™re ready for longer full-length stories. And their small size and durable

pages are perfect for little hands.In Llama Llama Trick or Treat, little llama finds the perfect

costume,Â picks out a pumpkin for a jack-oâ€™-lantern, and then goes trick-or-treating with Mama

and his friends!Â 
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My daughter is 8 months old and loves this book. Perhaps the negative reviews were from parents

of slightly older children, but it's perfect if you have a kid that's spending more time working on her

physical milestones than her sitting still and listening skills. My daughter is bored with most of the

books that have too few words (she's well past the Look Look series), but a full-length picture book

is too long, unless it's right before bed, in which case Goodnight Moon is our go-to. This is a perfect

length for daytime storytime, my daughter likes the illustrations, and she reacts to "llama" as if it is

the most hilarious word she's ever heard. I think the rhymes flow just fine (not as well as the longer

books, but better than most books geared for this age). My husband and I are racking our brains

trying to figure out where the wrong word was used in the book. Feet instead of teeth/fangs, I

guess? I mean, llamas have pretty pointy toes, too, but if the author pointing out llama llama's feet

instead of costume fangs in order to get a rhyme with "trick or treat" is a dealbreaker, I suppose that



you'll hate this book.I will concede that this would not hold an older child's attention at all, but if your

kid can't sit still through one of the longer llama llamas, or is teething and destroying books like a

puppy, this one is worth having. Reading to my daughter is still important, even if she'd much rather

be cruising around the coffee table. Also, Halloween is the greatest holiday, and there aren't a ton of

Halloween books for very young kiddos (she also has and loves Spooky, which holds her attention

because it is textured).

Picked this up from Target for my two-year old son, to help introduce the concept of trick or treating

as we're going with his older nephews this year.I'm not sure why the book has such mixed reviews. I

think it does a great job capturing the activities of the season: choosing a Halloween costume,

carving pumpkins, trick or treating. Which is exactly what I was hoping for, an illustrated book to

help my son understand something he's never done before. And the illustrations are perfect, along

with the text:Llama Llama HalloweenMini monsters, ghoulies green.What would Llama like to be?An

astronaut? A bumblebee?Pick a pumpkin, scoop out holes.Pour some candy into bowls.Who's that

with the pointy feet?It's Llama Llama! Trick or treat!One reviewer commented about a misspelled

word? I'm guessing she was referring to "ghoulies," maybe thinking the author meant "ghouls." They

both mean the same thing; either is appropriate.Update: Maybe it's the "pointy feet," line. Is it

supposed to be "who's that with the pointy teeth?" Didn't even consider that. I may have to throw

that in there when I'm reading. That sounds better, and if it's truly supposed to be "teeth," that's a

HUGE error.

OK, so I don't love it but my 3 year old definitely does! For those reading other reviews, this is a

board book NOT a full length book like the orginal llama llama red pajama and others. It is just a few

pages of rhymes; but if you want something your baby or toddler will enjoy ( and quickly memorize

so he can "read it himself"), it is a great option. My son likes the llama llama story books AND the

board books and I appreciate a less costly version of little holiday rhymes and treats!! Definitely

worth the couple of bucks it costs for the joy and inclusion into the holiday fun that it brings the child!

My family loves the llama books! This board book is definitely geared towards a smaller child. I got it

for my one year old to read to him at Halloween. My older son (6) enjoyed listening to me read it to

his brother but it definitely not something he would pick up on his own. The book is a sturdy board

book, the pictures are wonderful. Anna Dewdney did another great job! If you have a little llama fan

they will definitely need to add this book to their collection.



This is the 4th Llama story I've bought for her. I was pleasantly surprised when her mother said "oh,

another Llama Llama book - we'll read this tonight" and the little girl just lit up. Her mother told me

"she loves her Llama books."

My girls love Llama Llama books and I especially like the board books for younger kids (my 3-year

old likes them but they are geared more for my 19-month old). It is fun to get a book for each

holiday.

These books are short and I wish they were a page or two longer or with more dialogue because my

son loves them. Basically Llama is getting ready to trick or treat for Halloween and at the end he

says Llama Llama Trick or Treat! There isn't more to say, but I think they are worth the money

because we read it over and over and over and....

I bought 10 of these and handed them out at my toddlers "school" class. They loved them and the

price was cheaper than anywhere else. I buy all of my books from ! The story line is a little boring,

but my 2 year old will look at the pages and we talk about the different costumes.
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